
Fire and Rain
I have relatives all over this country. Some I know quite
well, others not so well. But just about a month ago, my
daughter was in the middle of some wildfires blazing in her
area of Florida. Now my little sister is in the midst of
massive flooding in Iowa. I suggested putting the water in
buckets to carry it to the drought areas, but I think the cost
of that is a bit much.

This did get me thinking about all the things that happen and
get out of control.

Fires, on one hand they are beneficial. For warmth, cooking,
light,  ambiance,  and  at  one  time  protection,  fire  is
wonderful. Out of control, it can be a very destructive and
fast moving force. After seeing the destruction of a wild
fire, it is a wonder how anything can survive them.

As  bad  as  that  is  the  destructive  force  of  the  wind
(hurricanes and tornadoes) can overwhelm our control at an
even quicker pace than fire. There is nothing humanly possible
to stop the quick and often deadly force of the wind.

And finally rain and floods. If you’ve ever seen the power
generated by flood waters first hand, you would know enough to
stay very clear of them. As little as 1 foot of quickly moving
water can move a full size car. Just recently on the news 2
story houses were shown washing away in the power of a flooded
river. Bridges, road, houses, and the land itself are washed
away by the power of water.

We need the air, rain and even fire (I don’t care what you use
to heat your house I bet something is burning to provide it)
to  survive  and  flourish,  but  we  need  to  heed  the  hidden
strength these things carry. It can sometimes make you feel
very small to see the power released.
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